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Abstract

Fractures play an essential role in formations with low permeability; however, fracture sealing significantly reduces the per-

meability of fractures. The mechanism of how fracture sealing impacts the macro-scale fluid flow is rarely investigated. Here,

we simulate sealing in two- and three-dimensional orthogonal fracture networks and investigate the impact of sealing on the

percolation of these fracture networks. We find that a small amount of sealing can prevent the formation of spanning clusters,

which suggests that global connectivity is rarely realized. Without significant stress perturbations, most fractures are partially

sealed and non-critically stressed, and they usually do not contribute much to the fluid flow. However, under a significant stress

perturbation, such as hydraulic fracturing, the well-connected and critically oriented fractures become critically stressed and

slide because of the increased pore pressure. Partially sealed and non-critically stressed fractures can also contribute to the

fluid flow by enlarging the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV). We estimate the stimulated reservoir volume in two dimensions

by dividing the target distance (LSRV) into two parts. One is the distance limiting generation of hydraulic fractures (ΔLh),

and the other is the limiting distance of making natural fractures slide (ΔLs). A rough estimation yields an elongated shape of

the SRV, which is consistent with observations from microseismicity maps.
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Key Points:6

• We simulate the impact of sealing on the percolation in two- and three-dimensional7
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Abstract12

Fractures play an essential role in formations with low permeability; however, fracture seal-13

ing significantly reduces the permeability of fractures. The mechanism of how fracture14

sealing impacts the macro-scale fluid flow is rarely investigated. Here, we simulate sealing15

in two- and three-dimensional orthogonal fracture networks and investigate the impact of16

sealing on the percolation of these fracture networks. We find that a small amount of sealing17

can prevent the formation of spanning clusters, which suggests that global connectivity is18

rarely realized. Without significant stress perturbations, most fractures are partially sealed19

and non-critically stressed, and they usually do not contribute much to the fluid flow. How-20

ever, under a significant stress perturbation, such as hydraulic fracturing, the well-connected21

and critically oriented fractures become critically stressed and slide because of the increased22

pore pressure. Partially sealed and non-critically stressed fractures can also contribute to23

the fluid flow by enlarging the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV). We estimate the stimu-24

lated reservoir volume in two dimensions by dividing the target distance (LSRV ) into two25

parts. One is the distance limiting generation of hydraulic fractures (∆Lh), and the other26

is the limiting distance of making natural fractures slide (∆Ls). A rough estimation yields27

an elongated shape of the SRV, which is consistent with observations from microseismicity28

maps.29

Plain Language Summary30

Fractures are regarded as high-permeable pathways for any fluid flow in the subsurface.31

However, the fracture closing and sealing can significantly reduce the fracture’s permeabil-32

ity. To evaluate the impact of fracture sealing on the hydraulic conductivity of complex33

fracture networks is nontrivial because of the enormous scale difference between these two34

phenomena. Fracture sealing usually happens at the scale of micrometers or millimeters,35

while fractures vary in size from micrometers to kilometers. In this research, we simulate36

sealing in two- and three-dimensional orthogonal fracture networks with in-house software37

and investigate the impact of sealing on the formation of a spanning cluster in complex38

fracture networks. We find that a small amount of sealing can prevent the formation of a39

spanning cluster. Partially sealed natural fractures form locally connected, open clusters.40

However, with hydraulic fracturing, where the pore pressure increases significantly, critically41

stressed fractures are reactivated and create high-permeable pathways (stimulated reservoir42

volume) for fluid flow. Non-critically stressed and partially sealed fractures can also enlarge43

SRV and contribute to production. Therefore, a geometrically well-connected fracture net-44

work cannot ensure good hydraulic conductivity. We have to consider the current stress45

states and their sealing patterns for a more comprehensive evaluation.46

1 Introduction47

Brittle rocks in the Earth’s upper crust are ubiquitously fractured. In many engineering48

fields, such as hydrology, waste disposal, geothermal and petroleum reservoir exploitation49

(Berkowitz, 2002), fractures play an essential role. Most fractures are permeable imme-50

diately after their formation, and they provide dominant pathways for fluid flows in low51

permeability formations. However, over geologic time, compression and cementation can52

cause the closure and sealing of fractures, which together significantly reduce the fracture53

permeabilities (Im et al., 2018; Ito & Zoback, 2000).54

Hubbert et al. (1956); Hubbert and Willis (1972) and C. A. Barton et al. (1995) pro-55

posed a critically stressed fault hypothesis, and argued that hydrologically conductive faults56

are critically stressed in today’s stress field. In critically stressed fractures, the ratio of shear57

to normal stresses exceeds the frictional strength of the rock. The Coulomb failure criterion58

(Coulomb, 1773) was found to be appropriate in describing frictional sliding of fractures (Im59

et al., 2018; Mattila & Follin, 2019; Evans, 2005):60
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τ = µ(Sn − Pp), (1)

61

where µ is the coefficient of friction along the fracture plane, Pp is local pore pressure, and τ62

and Sn are respectively shear and normal stresses on a fracture. To demonstrate the concept63

of critically stressed fractures, a three-dimensional (3D) fracture network is constructed in64

Fig. 1 and the stress state of each fracture plane is shown in the Mohr diagram. The65

orientations of fractures are uniform, because subsurface rocks may have many different sets66

of fractures formed during their geologic history (C. A. Barton et al., 1995). In Fig. 1, S267

is the reference stress, with S1 = 1.3S2, S3 = 0.6S2 and Pp = 0.5S2. The Coulomb failure

(Sn-Pp)/S2
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Figure 1. Left: a 3D fracture network composed of critically (red polygons) and non-critically

(blue polygons) stressed fractures. Right: normalized shear vs. effective normal stress for critically

(red pluses) and non-critically (blue dots) stressed fractures. The green crosses indicate hydrauli-

cally conductive fractures with their stress mapping points far away from the failure line. The

failure lines are shown for a Coulomb friction criterion with the friction coefficients of 0.6 and 1.0.

68

criterion is imperfect since it cannot quantify impacts of a natural fracture surface, such as69

roughness and compressive strength, but it is simple and widely used in many engineering70

fields. It is good enough to implement the Coulomb criterion as the first attempt. Detailed71

investigations of a shear failure criterion that involves more complex and realistic scenarios72

are not covered in this research but will be performed in the future. Furthermore, local73

stress perturbations induced by interactions of neighbouring fractures are also neglected,74

because i. fractures usually need to be close enough to have a significant stress perturbation75

(Thomas et al., 2017); ii. numerical calculations of stress fields are expensive in complex76

discrete fracture networks with thousands of realizations.77

Sliding of critically stressed fractures induces shear displacement and enlarges the frac-78

ture aperture because of roughness (Yeo et al., 1998; Kim & Inoue, 2003; Wenning et al.,79

2019; Frash et al., 2019). Identifying the critically stressed fractures is essential because80

they are highly permeable and significantly contribute to fluid flow (C. A. Barton et al.,81

1995; Ito & Zoback, 2000; Xie & Min, 2016; Ito & Hayashi, 2003). However, the number of82

critically stressed fractures can vary widely, because this number strongly depends on the83

global and local stress state, fracture orientations and the frictional strength of the rock.84

Non-critically stressed fractures are usually sealed and irrelevant to flow considerations.85

However, fractures are usually only partially sealed, not completely sealed. The complex86
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process of crystal growth can result in different sealing patterns, such as massive sealing87

deposits, thin rinds or veneers that line the surfaces of open fractures, and bridge struc-88

tures that span otherwise open fractures (Lander & Laubach, 2015; S. Laubach, Reed, et89

al., 2004). How exactly fracture sealing prevents macro-scale hydraulic responses is rarely90

investigated. However, there are exceptions. C. A. Barton et al. (1995) and Ito and Zoback91

(2000) observed some hydraulically conductive fractures with their stress mapping points far92

away from the failure line in the Mohr diagram (see the green crosses in Fig. 1). The frac-93

ture strength can be weakened by the presence of weak minerals, such as graphite, kaolinite,94

chrysotile and illite (Morrow et al., 2000); however, this may not explain their observations95

because similar exceptions exist in strong rocks, and the stress mapping points can be far96

away from the failure line. These observations lead us to ask the following questions:97

1. Why the non-critically stressed fractures are usually nonconductive if they are only98

partially sealed?99

2. What are the possible reasons for the green crosses shown in Fig. 1?100

3. If non-critically stressed fractures are partially sealed, can they contribute to fluid101

flow in the subsurface?102

To answer these questions, we must couple fracture sealing and complex fracture net-103

works to predict how they jointly impact fluid flow. To date, these two phenomena have104

been investigated extensively as separate topics (S. E. Laubach, 2003; S. Laubach, Reed,105

et al., 2004; Ukar & Laubach, 2016; Bour & Davy, 1997). Fractures vary in size from mi-106

crometers to kilometers (Berkowitz et al., 2000; Bonnet et al., 2001), while fracture sealing107

usually happens at the scale of millimeters or micrometers. These huge scale differences108

make the coupling of these two aspects a challenge. Here, we simulate sealing in complex109

fracture networks and evaluate its impact on the hydraulic connectivity of the system.110

Fracture shapes are complex and irregular in reality, because of the anisotropic and111

heterogeneous characteristics of rocks and the complex geomechanical environment. Natural112

fractures also have complex rough surfaces (R. Zimmerman et al., 1991). Tortuosity of113

the flow paths in a fracture and the stress impact on fractures are also crucial to flow in114

the fractures (Cook et al., 1990). Complex geometric shapes and dynamic evolution of115

fractures make detailed characterization of fracture networks difficult. The only practical116

alternative is the discrete fracture network (DFN) modelling method that preserves critical117

geometries and topological structures. DFN method explicitly represents fractures with118

simple geometries, such as line segments in two dimensions and disks or polygons in three119

dimensions (Lei et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2019; Zhu, Khirevich, & Patzek, 2021). Different120

stochastic distributions are applied to mimic the geometrical properties of fractures (Bonnet121

et al., 2001), such as fracture lengths, orientations, and positions of fracture centers. To122

make discrete fracture networks representative for this investigation, we choose orthogonal123

fracture networks (Bai et al., 2002; Rawnsley et al., 1992; Ruf et al., 1998) because they are124

topologically well-connected, geometrically well-constrained, easy to mimic, and commonly125

observed in reality. The conclusions derived from orthogonal fracture networks can extend126

to the other, more realistic configurations of fracture networks.127

Because this study focuses on hydraulic connectivity of fracture networks, the cumber-128

some and expensive flow calculations using a full-scale discrete fracture-matrix model are129

unnecessary (Karimi-Fard et al., 2003; Sandve et al., 2012). Instead, investigating perco-130

lation is sufficient to reveal information about the global and local connectivity of fracture131

networks. Percolation theory (Stauffer & Aharony, 1994) has been used by many researchers132

to study connectivity of anything in general and connectivity of fractures in particular (Mo133

et al., 1998; Zhu et al., 2018; Robinson, 1983; Berkowitz, 1995; Berkowitz et al., 2000; Bour134

& Davy, 1997; Masihi et al., 2007). In percolation theory, a percolation parameter that135

depends on the type of system and process should be identified. This parameter should136

give a percolation threshold when a spanning cluster is formed in an infinitely large system.137

Zhu et al. (2018) found that commonly used quantities, such as total excluded volume and138
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intersections per fracture, are not proper percolation parameters for complex fracture net-139

works. Therefore, finding an appropriate percolation parameter is still an open issue. This140

research aims to represent global and local connectivity through the spanning cluster and141

local clusters.142

Fracture sealing caused by cementation is a complex process (S. E. Laubach & Ward,143

2006), and it depends on the chemistry of the formation fluids, the fluid pressure and the144

temperature (Lee & Morse, 1999; Budai et al., 2002; Holland & Urai, 2010). Cements are145

typically divided into two types, synkinematic and postkinematic, which respectively deposit146

in parallel or after the fracture opening (Ukar & Laubach, 2016; S. Laubach, Lander, et al.,147

2004; Becker et al., 2010). The thickness of these cements ranges from micron deposits148

that line fracture walls to crystalline masses that fill fractures and have a thickness of149

centimeters or more (S. Laubach, Lander, et al., 2004). The uncertainties arising from this150

range of thickness strongly limit the determination of the spatial distribution of sealing151

in a subsurface fracture network. Here, we simplify this problem by assuming that the152

fracture apertures fully control the sealing. The fracture segments with larger apertures153

have a lower probability of being sealed, and vice versa (Lander & Laubach, 2015; Ukar &154

Laubach, 2016).155

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces techniques156

to construct the 2D and 3D orthogonal fracture networks, simulate sealing and implement157

percolation analysis. Section 3 quantifies percolation probability and relative sizes of local158

clusters. In Section 4, we try to answer the three questions posed in the Introduction and159

application of this study to the hydraulic fracturing process.160

2 Materials and methods161

In this section, we discuss the generation of orthogonal fracture networks, simulation162

of fracture sealing and implementation of percolation analysis in 2D and 3D orthogonal163

fracture networks.164

2.1 Generation of a 2D orthogonal fracture network165

The orthogonal fracture network in this study is composed of two sets of joints, preex-166

isting systematic joints and cross joints, which typically resemble a “ladder-like” pattern in167

an outcrop (Bai et al., 2002; Rawnsley et al., 1992; Ruf et al., 1998). Cross-joints abut the168

preexisting joints at angles near 90◦ and are limited in length by the intervening distance169

between the preexisting joints. A sketch of this system is shown in Fig. 2. The median

Formation layerL
ay

er th
ick

n
ess

Preexisting joint spacing

Cross jo
int sp

acing

Preexisting joints

Cross joints

Figure 2. Sketch of an orthogonal joint system composed of the preexisting and cross joints.

170

spacing of the preexisting joints is positively correlated with the formation thickness. It can171

be quantified as a fracture spacing index (FSI), the slope of the best regression fitting line172
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in a plot of the mean formation thicknesses vs. median joint spacing derived from scanline173

data. FSI typically varies between 0.7 and 1.5 in most outcrop observations (Bai, Pollard,174

& Gao, 2000; Gross, 1993; Narr & Suppe, 1991; Engelder et al., 1997; Ruf et al., 1998).175

Gross (1993) and Bai et al. (2002) found that preexisting joints act as the mechanical layer176

boundaries for the cross joints, and their spacing functions as a formation thickness. Here,177

we set the system size as 10 m, the FSI as 1.3 for both the preexisting and cross joint178

sets and the layer thickness as 0.65 m. The median spacing of the preexisting joints is 0.5179

m, correspondingly. The spacing distribution of both fracture sets can follow a negative180

exponential or log-normal distribution (Sen & Kazi, 1984; Narr & Suppe, 1991). With181

a negative exponential distribution, the mean and standard deviation are equal, whereas,182

with a log-normal distribution, the standard deviation of the spacing is typically about 0.56183

times the mean spacing (Narr & Suppe, 1991; Huang & Angelier, 1989). A uniform spacing184

distribution is included as a reference to capture the impact of the spacing distribution185

on percolation. Fig. 3 shows 2D orthogonal fracture networks with three different spacing186

distributions for both preexisting and cross joints.

Spanning cluster Non-spanning cluster Sealed jointsSpanning cluster Non-spanning cluster Sealed joints
N

(a) (b) (c)

Uniform Exponential Log-normal

Figure 3. 2D orthogonal fracture networks with constant apertures. Preexisting joints have the

NS strike, and cross joints have the EW strike; both preexisting and cross joints are spaced according

to (a) a uniform distribution; (b) an exponential distribution; (c) a log-normal distribution. The

blue line segments indicate sealed fractures; the red line segments are open fractures and form a

spanning cluster; the green line segments are open fractures that are locally connected.

187

2.2 Simulation of fracture sealing188

Fracture sealing caused by cementation is a complex process that depends on the chem-189

istry of formation fluids, fluid pressure, and temperature. To simplify the problem and mimic190

the sealing of fractures, we divide each fracture into small segments. Each small segment can191

be sealed and can block the flow of the fluid. Fig. 4 provides a sketch of the segmentation192

of a fracture. The small segment can be regarded as the minimum unit of sealing, measured193

in reality in millimeters or micrometers (S. Laubach, Lander, et al., 2004; S. E. Laubach &194

Ward, 2006). Each segment has a constant aperture, but segments at different locations in a195

fracture have different apertures (ai 6= aj). Simulating the spatial distribution of sealing in a196

subsurface fracture network is almost impossible to achieve. Here, we simplify the problem197

by assuming that the sealing of a segment depends only on its aperture. A fracture segment198

with a larger aperture has a lower probability of being sealed and vice versa. The fracture199

segment with the largest aperture in the entire fracture network has zero probability of200
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Segment length, Lseg = 0.2m

ai

i

Sealed segment

aj

j

Open segment

  

Segment length, Lseg  = 0.5m

Segment length, Lseg  =  1.0m

L = 3m
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Segmentation of 2D fractures. The fracture trace is 3 meter long. (a), (b) and (c)

show the segmentation with decreasing segment lengths of 1 m, 0.5 m and 0.2 m, respectively. Each

segment has a constant aperture and can be sealed or open, as shown in (c). Segments at different

locations have different apertures, ai 6= aj .

being sealed, and the probability of sealing decreases linearly with the aperture size:201

piseal = 1− ai
amax

, (2)

where piseal is the probability of sealing segment i; ai is the aperture of segment i; amax is202

the maximum aperture in the entire fracture network.203

The key to finding the spatial distribution of fracture sealing is to determine the aper-204

ture size distribution of the fracture segments. We consider three scenarios of aperture205

distributions sketched in Fig 5:

Figure 5. Different aperture distributions. The fracture trace is 3 m long, and the segment length

Lseg is 0.2 m. (a) Constant aperture; (b) Elliptical-shaped aperture; (c) Log-normal distributed

aperture.

206

1. Constant aperture;207

2. Elliptical-shaped aperture; and208

3. Log-normal distributed aperture;209

The constant aperture is the simplest but most unrealistic scenario. It serves as a210

reference to show the impact of aperture distributions on percolation. In this scenario, the211
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sealing probability of each fracture segment is equal. Sealed segments are shown as blue212

line segments in Fig. 3, and they have no priority in the spatial distribution.213

If linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is applicable, and if a single fracture in an214

infinitely large plate is put under remote equibiaxial tensile stress, the shape of the fracture215

aperture will be elliptical. From the Westergaard stress function method (Westergaard,216

1939), the maximum aperture at the fracture center is217

amiddle =
1− ν
E

σl, (3)

where amiddle is the maximum aperture at the middle of the fracture; ν is the Poisson’s218

ratio; E is the Young’s modulus; σ is the magnitude of the equibiaxial tensile stress; and219

l is the fracture length. The fracture length is assumed to be 1.2 times the network size220

to avoid the fracture tips being completely sealed in the fracture network. If we assume221

ν = 0.25, E = 30 GPa, σ = 2 MPa, the maximum aperture at the middle of the fracture222

will be proportional to the length of the fracture:223

amiddle =
1

20, 000
l (4)

224

The upper panels in Fig 6 show orthogonal fracture networks with elliptical apertures.225

Preexisting joints are usually long and have larger apertures; they are thus more likely to be226

open. Cross joints are usually short and more likely to be sealed. Regions close to fracture227

tips also have smaller apertures and are subject to more sealing. The spatial distribution228

of apertures is consistent with many observations from outcrops and core samples (Ukar &229

Laubach, 2016; Lander & Laubach, 2015).230

Log-normal distributed apertures are observed in outcrops and experimental studies231

(Snow, 1970; R. W. Zimmerman & Bodvarsson, 1996; Muralidharan et al., 2004). The mean232

value of the aperture is linearly correlated with the fracture length (Bai, Pollard, & Gross,233

2000; Olson, 2003). The standard deviation is set to be 0.2 times the mean value, which234

indicates tortuosity of flow paths in a fracture (Renshaw, 1995). The lower panels in Fig. 6235

show the orthogonal fracture networks with the log-normally distributed apertures. The236

configuration of the fracture networks is similar to the case with elliptical-shaped apertures,237

where long fractures tend to be open and short ones tend to be sealed.238

2.3 Percolation analysis239

Percolation theory (Stauffer & Aharony, 1994) is used to study connectivity of anything240

in general (Nomura et al., 2015) and connectivity of fractures in particular (Robinson, 1983;241

Berkowitz, 1995; Zhu et al., 2018). Classic bond or site percolation problems have a constant242

probability of opening, p, for each link or node in the network. For a given probability, p,243

the theory captures the probability of forming a spanning cluster. A spanning cluster is244

an open path connecting the boundaries of the domain. Here, the spanning cluster is245

composed of intersecting fractures connecting four sides in the 2D fracture network. The246

fracture network considered here are far more complex than a classic bond percolation247

problem because i. the system has irregular lattices and changes its configuration for each248

realization; ii. the probability of opening is not constant but varies with the aperture sizes249

of fracture segments. Therefore, the classic excluded-volume based percolation parameter250

is inapplicable. Finding a proper percolation parameter and its threshold, which should251

depend on specific configurations of fracture networks and be valid in an infinitely large252

system, is out of the scope of this research. Instead, we aim to represent global and local253

connectivity with the spanning and local clusters. The probability of forming a spanning254

cluster with a given fraction of open joints in each fracture network is approximated by255
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Uniform Exponential Log-normal

Spanning cluster Non-spanning cluster Sealed jointsSpanning cluster Non-spanning cluster Sealed joints
N

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. 2D orthogonal fracture networks with (upper panels) elliptical-shaped apertures; and

(lower panels) log-normal distributed apertures. Preexisting joints have the NS strike, and cross

joints have the EW strike; both preexisting and cross joints are spaced according to (a) uniform

distribution; (b) exponential distribution; (c) log-normal distribution. The blue line segments

indicate sealed fractures; the red line segments are open fractures and form a spanning cluster; the

green line segments are open fractures that are locally connected.

Pspan =
Nspan

Nt
, (5)

256

where Nt is the total number of realizations with a given fraction of open joints. Nt = 400257

and 100 for a 2D and 3D fracture network, respectively; Nspan is the number of realizations258

with a spanning cluster formed in the system; Pspan represents the frequency of forming a259

spanning cluster out of Nt realizations, and it is approximately equal to the probability of260

forming a spanning cluster under a given fraction of open joints. Because three parameters261

constrain all fracture networks, and each parameter has different values, the final results262

are stabilized by averaging over 150 random realizations of each fracture network. We263

developed an efficient in-house software, HatchFrac(Zhu et al., 2018, 2019), to perform264

the simulations. By extending the Newman–Ziff algorithm (Newman & Ziff, 2001), combined265

with a block method to check for clusters, the software efficiency is significantly improved.266

In Figs. 3 and 6, the red line segments refer to the spanning cluster formed in the system,267

while the green line segments are locally connected fractures.268
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2.4 Generation of a 3D orthogonal fracture network269

Fractures not intersecting in the 2D space can still connect in the third dimension. To270

extend the sealing simulation and percolation analysis in 3D, we extend the 2D orthogonal271

fracture networks to three dimensions by assuming a 90◦ dip for each fracture (see Fig. 2).272

Non-vertical dip orientations are possible but more complex for implementation. A more273

complex scenario will not change the result significantly because the fracture network has274

been topologically well-connected with 90◦ dips. Furthermore, 3D fracture networks with275

90◦ dips can keep all describing parameters the same as 2D fracture networks. Therefore,276

investigating differences caused only by dimensionality is possible. Each 3D fracture is277

represented by a rectangular plate, as shown in Fig. 7. To mimic the sealing of 3D fractures,278

each fracture is divided into small blocks. In the horizontal direction, each fracture is divided279

into small segments with a given segment length as in the 2D cases. In the vertical direction,280

each fracture is divided into four blocks. The aperture of each block is constant and follows281

one of the three distributions listed in Section. 2.2. The sealing mechanism is the same as282

in 2D orthogonal fracture networks, where it depends only on the block aperture. In the283

cluster-check process, only the fracture blocks with a line contact (block pair (1, 2) or (2,284

3) in Fig. 7) are considered as intersecting each other. Fracture blocks with a point contact285

(block pair (1,3) or (4, 3) in Fig. 7) are not connected with each other.286

The spanning cluster formed in the 3D fracture network connects the four peripheral287

faces of the system (excluding the upper and lower faces) to be consistent with the perco-288

lation criterion in 2D orthogonal fracture networks. Figs. 8 and 9 show the 3D orthogonal289

fracture networks with different aperture distributions.

Sealed blocks 

Open blocks

1 2

3

4

Segment length, Lseg

Figure 7. Segmentation of 3D fractures; each block has a constant aperture and can be sealed

(black) or open (white). Only blocks with a line contact are connected (block pairs (1, 2) and (2,

3)); blocks with a point contact are disconnected (block pairs (1, 3) and (3, 4)). Blocks at different

locations have different apertures.

290

In summary, we construct orthogonal fracture networks in two and three dimensions291

constrained by three parameters, apertures, segment lengths and spacing distributions of292

preexisting and cross joints. Different scenarios and values of each parameter are listed in293

Table. 1. Simulating the microscopic scale sealing, across millimeters, for example, is not294

practical because of the limited computational capacity. We select the decreasing segment295

lengths from 1 m to 0.2 m to show the trend of sealing at small scales. Because each param-296

eter has three possible scenarios for each set of fractures, we have 81 possible combinations297

of the fracture networks composed of two sets of joints. For each fracture network with a298

chosen set of parameters, we seal a given fraction of fractures (ratio of lengths of sealed299
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Spanning cluster Non-spanning clusterSpanning cluster Non-spanning cluster N
            

Uniform Exponential Log-normal

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. 3D orthogonal fracture networks with constant apertures. Preexisting joints have

the NS strike, and cross joints have the EW strike. Both preexisting and cross joints are spaced

according to (a) uniform distribution, (b) exponential distribution, and (c) log-normal distribution.

Sealed fractures are not plotted for the clarity of the visualization. The red polygons are open

fractures and form a spanning cluster, and the green polygons are open fractures that are locally

connected. Vertical exaggeration = 16.

Spanning cluster Non-spanning clusterSpanning cluster Non-spanning cluster N

Uniform Exponential Log-normal

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. 3D orthogonal fracture networks with (upper panels) elliptical-shaped apertures; and

(lower panels) log-normal distributed apertures. Preexisting joints have the NS strike, and cross

joints have the EW strike. Both preexisting and cross joints are spaced according to (a) uniform

distribution, (b) exponential distribution, and (c) log-normal distribution. Sealed fractures are not

plotted for the clarity of the visualization. The red polygons are open fractures and form a spanning

cluster, and the green polygons are open fractures that are locally connected. Vertical exaggeration

= 16.

fractures to total fractures) and investigate the percolation state of the system. The final300

results are stabilized by averaging over 150 realizations per network.301
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Table 1. Scenarios for the constraining parameters

Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Aperture Constant Elliptical-shaped Log-normal
Segment length, Lseg, [m] 1 0.5 0.2
Spacing distribution Uniform Exponential Log-normal

3 Results302

Nine combinations of parameters per preexisting and cross joints network yield 81303

combinations of parameters. However, these different combinations show similar trends and304

results. In this section, we offer the results for fracture networks, in which both preexisting305

and cross joints follow the same scenario for each parameter.306

The percolation probability vs. the fraction of open joints of each orthogonal fracture307

network in 2D and 3D is shown in Fig. 10.308

Log-normal distributed Constant 1.0m 0.5m 0.2m

Uniform Exponential Log-normal

2D

3D

(a) (b) (c)

Aperture: Lseg:Elliptical-shape

Figure 10. Percolation probability vs. fraction of open joints in 2D (upper panels) and 3D

(lower panels) orthogonal fracture networks. Columns (a), (b), and (c) refer to orthogonal fracture

networks with spacing distributions of preexisting and cross joints following the uniform, exponential

and log-normal distributions, respectively.

Several observations for the 2D orthogonal fracture networks are summarized from the309

upper panels of Fig. 10310

1. The percolation probability increases with the increasing fraction of open joints.311

2. The red and green symbols are located to the left of the blue symbols. This pattern312

suggests that fracture networks with elliptical-shaped (red symbols) and log-normal313

distributed (green symbols) apertures form spanning clusters more easily than when314

the apertures are constant (blue symbols).315
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3. The data points in (b) and (c) are more to the right of the graph than in (a). This316

pattern means that the fracture networks with spacing that follows exponential (b)317

and log-normal (c) distributions have more difficulty in forming spanning clusters318

than do fracture networks with spacing following a uniform distribution (a).319

4. As the segment length decreases, forming spanning clusters becomes increasingly320

difficult. In (c), more than 90 per cent of open joints are needed to form a spanning321

cluster. In reality, the sealed segment length can be a millimeter long. The fraction322

of sealing is usually severe; therefore, it is generally impossible to form a spanning323

cluster over a macroscopic fracture network.324

In 3D orthogonal fracture networks, most observations in 2D remain valid. Compared325

with the 2D results, the data points are located more to the left in 3D, indicating that326

percolation in 3D fracture networks is more accessible. In contrast to the 2D cases, the red327

and green symbols are not always located on the left side of the blue symbols, suggesting328

that aperture variations do not always positively impact percolation in 3D fracture networks.329

In Fig 11, we show the standard deviations of the percolation probability with error330

bars in different fracture networks. We choose the fracture networks with the log-normal331

distributed apertures and the uniform or log-normal spacing distributions to demonstrate the332

variations in the percolation probability. The remaining fracture networks behave similarly.333

For fracture networks with uniform spacing of the preexisting and cross joints, the standard334

deviations of the percolation probability are small, and variations are caused by the random335

sealing of fracture segments based on the aperture distribution. For fractures with log-336

normal spacing distributions, the standard deviations are significantly increased because337

variations are attributed to both the spacing distribution and aperture variations. The338

spacing distribution of preexisting and cross joints can substantially change the configuration339

of the fracture network. Compared with aperture variations, the spacing distribution makes340

more essential impacts on the percolation probability.341

In brief, it is impossible to form a spanning cluster in a real subsurface fracture net-342

work because of the small segment lengths and severe sealing, which means that global343

connectivity is not practical. Without spanning clusters, local clusters can still contribute344

to the fluid flow in the subsurface if their size is large enough. Figs. 12 and 13 show the345

relative size of the largest fracture cluster for each case averaged with over 150 realizations346

in 2D and 3D fracture networks. When the spanning cluster forms, the largest cluster is347

the spanning cluster itself. Otherwise, the largest cluster is the largest locally connected348

cluster. The mean size of the cluster is not representative of local clusters, because many349

isolated fracture segments can significantly reduce the mean cluster mass.350

As the percolation probability increases, the relative size of the largest cluster also351

increases. When the percolation probability reaches one and remains constant afterwards,352

the relative size also reaches a plateau. The relative size should continue to increase since353

more joints are open. However, since the cluster-check algorithm is time-consuming, we354

stop checking clusters with more fracture segments when a spanning cluster forms, and355

this causes the relative size to remain unchanged. Forming a spanning cluster, in reality,356

is almost impossible. Therefore, this simplification is insignificant to the overall analysis.357

The left parts of Figs. 12 and 13, where the fraction of open joints is smaller than 0.5, are358

more important because real fracture networks may experience severe sealing. When the359

fraction of sealing is large, i.e., more than 50%, the relative size of the largest cluster is360

small and decreases with the segment lengths. Fig. 14 (a) shows the percolation probability361

and relative size of the largest cluster in a fracture network with segment lengths of 0.05362

m. The aperture and spacing of the fracture network follow a log-normal distribution. If363

10% of the fractures are sealed, the probability of forming a spanning cluster is 0. If 50% of364

fractures are sealed, the relative size of the largest cluster is smaller than 0.1%. Fig. 14 (b)365

shows one realization of such a fracture network with 50% of fractures sealed. No spanning366

cluster is formed, and the largest cluster (red line segments) is small in size.367
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Figure 11. Percolation probability vs. fraction of the open joints with error bars in the 2D (upper

panels) and 3D (lower panels) orthogonal fracture networks. Fracture networks have apertures

following a log-normal distribution. Columns (a) and (b) refer to orthogonal fracture networks

with spacing distributions of preexisting and cross joints following the uniform and log-normal

distributions, respectively.

4 Discussion368

Based on our observations and analysis in the previous section, we draw two main369

conclusions: first, real subsurface fractures are most likely to be partially sealed, and they370

cannot form a spanning cluster; second, real subsurface fractures can form locally connected371

open clusters, and these clusters are small in size. These conclusions can provide answers372

to the questions posed in the Introduction.373

4.1 Q1 and Q2: Why do non-critically stressed fractures usually show non-374

hydraulic responses, and what are the possible reasons for the occur-375

rence of any exceptions?376

Under the current stress state, critically stressed fractures contribute to fluid flow re-377

gardless of whether they were entirely sealed or open before sliding, and they show good378

hydraulic responses. Fractures with non-critical orientations are mechanically stable and379

do not slip. One possible reason why they show non-hydraulic responses is that they are380

partially or completely sealed. If the orthogonal fracture network (with non-vertical dips)381

shown in Fig. 14 (b) exists in the subsurface formation, and if a well intersects this fracture382

network, the well is most likely to encounter sealed fractures or small, locally connected383

clusters of open fractures. None of these fractures provides a large enough flow to exhibit384

significant hydraulic responses. However, if the well encounters a local cluster that is large385

enough, it is still possible to have a limited hydraulic response. This possibility explains386
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Figure 12. The relative size of the largest cluster in 2D orthogonal fracture networks. Left

y-axis: relative size of the largest cluster (blue symbols); right y-axis: percolation probability

(red symbols). Left to right columns: orthogonal fracture networks with spacing distributions

of preexisting and cross joints following the uniform, exponential and log-normal distributions,

respectively; upper row (a) to lower row (c): orthogonal fracture networks with apertures following

the constant, elliptical-shaped and log-normal distributions, respectively.

the exceptions occurring in Fig. 1, where a few hydraulically conductive fractures have their387

stress mapping points far away from the failure line in the Mohr diagram.388

4.2 Q3: Importance of non-critically stressed and partially sealed fractures389

This section demonstrates the importance of critically-stressed fractures and empha-390

sizes the importance of non-critically stressed and partially sealed fractures. In a hydraulic391

fracturing process, the former fractures generate the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV),392

while the latter enlarge the SRV and contribute to production.393

We assume a stable strike-slip stress state (Shmin < Sv < Shmax) in a given subsur-394

face formation. Set Sv = 1 as the reference stress with Shmax = 1.3Sv, Shmin = 0.8Sv and395

Pp = 0.5Sv, where Shmax, Shmin, Sv and Pp are the maximum horizontal stress, minimum396

horizontal stress, vertical stress and reservoir pressure. Fig. 15 shows the map view of the397

formation, and the stress state of any location (the blue element, for example) in the for-398

mation is shown in the Mohr diagram (blue circle). All fractures in this formation are in a399
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Figure 13. The relative size of the largest cluster in 3D orthogonal fracture networks. Left

y-axis: relative size of the largest cluster (blue symbols); right y-axis: percolation probability

(red symbols). Left to right columns: orthogonal fracture networks with spacing distributions

of preexisting and cross joints following the uniform, exponential and log-normal distributions,

respectively; upper row (a) to lower row (c): orthogonal fracture networks with apertures following

the constant, elliptical-shaped and log-normal distributions, respectively.

non-critically stressed state, and they are partially or completely sealed over geological time.400

However, if there is a significant stress perturbation, such as hydraulic fracturing, the stress401

state close to the hydraulic fracture will change. Hydraulic fracturing is essential for the402

exploitation of unconventional reservoirs, such as shale gas reservoirs, because it generates403

the SRV or the complex fracture network that surrounds the hydrofracture and contributes404

to production (Mayerhofer et al., 2010).405

In formations with low permeability, natural fractures play an important role in forming406

SRV. Here, we consider a conceptual model with only one hydraulic stage with one perfora-407

tion cluster to demonstrate the importance of natural fractures. The hydraulic fracture that408

originates from the perforation is denoted as the primary hydraulic fracture. We assume409

that the fluid pressure is uniform along the primary hydraulic fracture. From the simulation410

and analysis of Warpinski et al. (2013, 2001), the principal stresses near the hydraulic frac-411

ture increase because of the high fluid pressure in the hydraulic fracture. The increase in412

the principal stresses declines sharply with increasing distance from the hydraulic fracture.413

The red Mohr’s circle in Fig. 15 shows the stress state of the blue element after hydraulic414

fracturing. The Mohr’s circle shrinks and moves rightward, which means that the increase415
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Figure 14. (a) The relative size of the largest cluster and the percolation probability in the

orthogonal fracture network. (b) A 2D orthogonal fracture network with a segment length of 0.05

m and 50% of joints sealed. The blue line segments are sealed joints; the red line segments are

the largest cluster; the green line segments are the remaining local clusters. Apertures follow a

log-normal distribution, and the spacing follows a log-normal distribution for both preexisting and

cross joints.

τ/Sv
μ=0.6

(Sn-Pp)/Sv

Initial state

After hydraulic fracturing

Combine poroelastic effect

Primary hydraulic fracture (100m)

Wellbore 

Increased pore pressure

Figure 15. Map view of a subsurface formation. The Mohr diagram shows the stress state of the

blue element at the initial state (blue), after considering the changes of principal stresses caused by

the hydraulic fracturing (red), after considering the poroelastic effect (green), and after considering

the high fluid pressure transmitted through natural fractures (purple).

in the principal stresses stifles any possible microseismicity from occurring in this region.416

Due to the poroelastic effect, the increase of stresses can also cause an increase in pore417

pressure. If we assume that the system is water-saturated and in an undrained condition,418

the increase in pore pressure can be estimated as the mean increase of the three principal419

stresses (Biot, 1941):420
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∆Pp =
1

3
(∆σ1 + ∆σ2 + ∆σ3). (6)

421

The green Mohr’s circle shows the stress state after considering the poroelastic effect.422

The poroelastic effect is not essential for low-permeable formations (Warpinski et al., 2001),423

and it cannot cause natural fractures to slide because the Mohr’s circle is still far away from424

the failure line. One possibility is that the fluid pressure in the primary hydraulic fracture425

can be transmitted to the neighbouring region through natural fractures (purple fracture426

between the blue element and the primary hydraulic fracture). The corresponding Mohr’s427

circle is shown in purple in Fig. 15. Natural fractures with a wide range of orientations can428

slide or even experience tensile failure under this stress state.429

With the elevated pore pressure, natural fractures in critical orientations can reach the430

critically stressed state and form SRV. To visualize the SRV composed of critically stressed431

fractures is almost impossible, because we do not know the actual configurations of the432

fracture networks in the subsurface. With the DFN modelling software, we further construct433

a conceptual reservoir model with background fractures to demonstrate the importance of434

both critically and non-critically stressed fractures.435

We assume that the shale formation has a background fracture network with a system436

size of 50 m, shown in Fig. 16. Fracture orientations follow a uniform distribution between 0437

and π, because the fractures may have random orientations from complex stress changes over438

a long geological period. Fracture center positions follow a uniform distribution. Apertures439

are constant, and 50% of the fractures are sealed with a segment length of 1 m. The fracture440

lengths follow a power-law distribution with an exponent of 3.0, which makes most fractures441

short (1 to 3 m). From the observations of microseismicity induced by hydraulic fracturing,442

most microearthquakes have a degree of -2 (Maghsoudi et al., 2016), which corresponds443

to a fault patch size of 1 to 2 meters (Zoback & Gorelick, 2012). The fracture network444

is well connected by adding more fractures after the formation of the spanning cluster.445

If Np is the number of fractures required to form the spanning cluster in the system, we446

generate 1.0 ∼ 2.5 Np fractures to ensure good connectivity of the fracture network. Several447

assumptions are required to visualize the stimulated reservoir volume.448

• The elevated pore pressure of the primary hydraulic fracture equals the reference449

stress, Sv.450

• The pore pressure at the upper and lower boundary of the system is the reservoir451

pressure (0.5 Sv).452

• The pore pressure dissipates from the primary hydraulic fracture linearly with the453

distance to the hydraulic fracture.454

• Coulomb failure criterion with µ = 0.6 is used to distinguish critically and non-455

critically stressed fractures.456

In Fig. 16, the red cluster is composed of the primary hydraulic fracture and open fractures457

that intersect the primary hydraulic fracture. This cluster yields a small conductive fracture458

length and contributes slightly to shale gas production. Therefore, the SRV generated during459

hydraulic fracturing is the main contributor to shale gas production rather than the hydraulic460

fracture itself.461

Fig. 17 shows the critically stressed fractures located away from the primary hydraulic462

fracture. Purple and red fractures are in critical orientations, while red fractures are con-463

nected to the primary hydraulic fracture either directly or indirectly. Only red fractures464

are critically stressed because they have connected pathways for the transmission of high-465

pressure fluid. Since the fluid pressure dissipates as it travels through natural fractures,466

the effective stresses increase when the fractures are far away from the primary hydraulic467

fracture. In Fig. 17, we show possible stress states at four different locations. The corre-468
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sponding range of critical orientations shrinks (the red arcs in Fig. 17), and the fracture469

intensity decreases accordingly. When the Mohr’s circle is tangent to the failure line, no470

natural fractures can slide. Note that not all critically stressed fractures can trigger a mi-471

croearthquake. Most of them slide slowly and stably and are thus undetectable (Das &472

Zoback, 2013).

Wellbore

Background fractures

Figure 16. Map view of a subsurface formation with background fractures (blue: sealed; green:

open). The red line segment is the primary hydraulic fracture; 50% of the background fractures is

sealed.

473

In Fig. 17, only fractures with critical orientations are presented. However, non-474

critically stressed fractures can also contribute to fluid flow, because they are partially475

sealed and form locally connected open clusters. Fig. 18 shows a connected open fracture476

network after including the non-critically stressed and partially sealed fractures. The size477

of the open fracture cluster connected to the primary hydraulic fracture is significantly478

enlarged. In linear flow, the flux from the matrix to the fractures is proportional to the479

fracture area (Bello et al., 2010; Syed Haider & W., 2020), suggesting that partially sealed480

fractures can increase reservoir production by enlarging the stimulated reservoir volume.481

We test fracture networks with different amounts of additional fractures, and list the con-482

tribution of non-critically stressed and partially sealed fractures in Table 2. Renshaw483

et al. (2020) argued that only limited fracture growth is possible after the onset of per-484

colation. However, this should be true for fractures of the same generation. For complex485

fracture networks composed of many sets of fractures after a long geological history, their486

intensities can be significantly larger than the intensity at percolation, which is observed in487

many outcrop maps (C. C. Barton, 1995; Watkins et al., 2015). One example of outcrop488

maps at Achnashellach Culmination field area (Watkins et al., 2015) is shown in Fig. 19,489

where the largest cluster is marked in red, and the other small clusters are marked in green.490

The outcrop is processed with an automatic fracture detection algorithm (Zhu et al., 2020),491

where raw outcrops are converted to polylines for calculations. The increase of fracture492
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μ=0.6
τ/Sv

(Sn-Pp)/Sv

Wellbore

Critically-stressed fractures

Shmin

1

2

3

4

1 2 3 4

Primary hydraulic fracture

Figure 17. Map view of a subsurface formation. The purple and red fractures are in critical

orientations; the red fractures are connected to the primary hydraulic fracture either directly or

indirectly. The Mohr diagram shows the stress states of elements at different locations. The red

arcs indicate the possible ranges of orientations to cause failure (either tensile or shear failure)

Wellbore 

Critically-stressed plus locally connected open fractures

LSRV

Figure 18. Map view of a subsurface formation. The green and red fractures are in critical

orientations or locally open; the red fractures are connected to the primary hydraulic fracture

either directly or indirectly.

length by non-critically stressed, and partially sealed fractures can be significant. The more493

fractures in the system, the better their connectivity is. The corresponding increase in frac-494
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(a) (b)

Figure 19. Fracture outcrop map at Achnashellach Culmination field area (Fig. 7B and 7D in

Watkins et al. (2015)). Red line segments are the largest spanning cluster; Green line segments are

local clusters.

ture length is also more significant. This is an approximate conclusion, and the impact of495

fracture intensities, fracture lengths and clustering effects on the enlargement of the SRV is496

investigated in our recent conference paper (Zhu, He, & Patzek, 2021).

Table 2. Contribution of non-critically stressed and partially sealed fractures

Nf
a Lc,[m]b Lb,[m]c Increase, %

1.00×Np 1,952 2,236 15
1.25×Np 3,825 4,624 21
1.50×Np 7,211 9,141 27
1.75×Np 7,576 9,840 30
2.00×Np 10,396 14,001 35
2.50×Np 177,66 25,561 44

a
the number of fractures in the system and Np is the number of fractures needed to form a spanning cluster.

b the total length of all connected critically stressed fractures
c the total length of fractures including both connected critically stressed fractures and non-critically stressed and
partially sealed fractures

497

4.3 Estimation of the stimulated reservoir volume in 2D498

In this section, we can further relax the assumption that the pore pressure at the499

upper and lower boundary of the system is the reservoir pressure, and estimate the physical500

distance that injected fluid can travel through natural fractures, which is also the size of501

SRV.502

The stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) is usually estimated by the 3D volume of a503

microseismicity cloud (Mayerhofer et al., 2010). However, it is impossible to obtain the504

detailed structure of the SRV with existing fracture mapping tools. Warpinski et al. (2009);505

M. K. Fisher et al. (2002); M. Fisher et al. (2004, 2004) and Mayerhofer et al. (2006) assumed506

that an orthogonal fracture network spans SRV and investigated the importance of SRV on507

reservoir production. From the analysis of the aforementioned Mohr diagrams, it is obvious508

that natural fractures perpendicular to the primary hydraulic fracture are unlikely to slide509

and are always in a mechanically stable state. Therefore, the commonly adopted orthogonal510

configuration of SRV is unrealistic in general.511
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In this section, we investigate SRV structure in more detail and estimate the SRV in512

a simple but physically meaningful way. In a 2D map view, SRV is determined by LSRV513

in Fig. 18, which maps the farthest distance for the occurrence of fracture slippage. To514

estimate LSRV, we separate this distance into two parts: the limiting distance for generating515

hydraulic fractures, ∆Lh, and the limiting distance for making natural fractures slide, ∆Ls.516

Raterman et al. (2018) and Marder et al. (2015) showed that multiple hydraulic frac-517

tures besides the primary hydraulic fracture can be generated during the hydraulic fracturing518

process. The generated hydraulic fractures can originate from cracks near the horizontal519

wellbore and along the primary hydraulic fractures or other forms of weak planes. They can520

take most of the injected fluid. Fig. 20 shows the generation of multiple hydraulic fractures.521

Wellbore

Figure 20. Map view of a subsurface formation to demonstrate the generation of hydraulic

fractures from natural fractures. The red line segments indicate the hydraulic fractures originating

from the cracks near the wellbore and along the primary hydraulic fracture. The green line segments

are natural fractures in critical orientations. The Mohr diagram shows a typical stress state of a

green fracture plane. The red arc in the Mohr’s circle indicates the potential orientations for green

fractures to form a hydraulic fracture.

522

To generate a hydraulic fracture, the pore pressure has to be larger than Shmin. How-523

ever, the fluid pressure dissipates when the fluid flows farther away from the primary hy-524

draulic fracture (Marder et al., 2015). Beyond a certain distance, the pore pressure will be525

insufficient to break rock and form hydraulic fractures (blue line in Fig. 21), but it is still526

large enough to cause slipping of natural fractures and to generate more complex fracture527

networks. To estimate the limiting distance to create hydraulic fractures, we consider the528

simple architecture of a natural fracture network shown in Fig. 21.529

Several assumptions are required:530

• The primary hydraulic fracture has a half-length of 100 m and a height of 100 m;531

• The fluid pressure along the primary hydraulic fracture is uniform and 500 psi (3.44532

MPa) higher than the Shmin;533

• Natural fractures are square plates with the length and height of 1 m. Once the pore534

pressure is large enough to open a natural fracture, its height jumps to 100 m, and535

the fracture propagates in the direction of Shmax.536

• The injection rate is 0.1 m3/s in each direction and remains constant. Eighty per cent537

of fluid goes to the hydraulic fractures initiating from natural fractures. The total538
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Primary hydraulic fracture (100m)
Wellbore

/Sv
=0.6

(Sn-Pp)/Sv Limit of generating hydraulic fractures

Lh Intermediate position

Figure 21. Map view to demonstrate the limit of generating hydraulic fractures. The natural

fractures form a conjugate fracture network and are marked in green and red, respectively, to show

that each fracture is 1 m long. The Mohr diagram shows the stress state of fracture network elements

at different locations (green: the primary hydraulic fracture; yellow: the intermediate locations;

blue: the limit of generating hydraulic fractures). The red arcs in Mohr’s circles indicate the possible

orientations of natural fractures to generate mode-1 hydraulic fractures since the effective normal

stress is tensile. The possible orientations are close to that of the primary hydraulic fracture. The

blue dashed line is the modified limit of generating hydraulic fractures, with the pore pressure in

the primary hydraulic fracture declining towards the toe.

flow rate in those natural fractures on one side of the primary hydraulic fracture is539

thus 0.04 m3/s.540

• The natural fractures form a conjugate system, also shown in Fig. 21, because natural541

fractures are assumed to have uniform orientations from 0 to π, and the stress tensor542

is symmetrical.543

• The average strike angle, θ, is 15◦. In Fig. 21, the red arcs indicate stress mapping544

points of possible fractures to initiate new hydraulic fractures. They have orientations545

close to the primary hydraulic fracture and decrease with increasing distance.546

• The pore pressure at the blue line in Fig. 21 is equal to Shmin. Therefore, beyond the547

blue line, no more hydraulic fractures can be generated.548

• The apertures of the hydraulically open fractures are proportional to the net pressure.549

The average aperture is assumed to be 2× 10−4 m, and the permeability of fracture,550

k, follows the cubic law.551

• Darcy’s law is applicable to fluid flow in the fractures.552

• The viscosity, µ, of injected fluid is one cP.553

Since the flow from any inlet at the primary hydraulic fracture to the corresponding outlet554

at the limiting distance has the same boundary condition, we can apply Darcy’s law along555

any flow path in Fig. 21:556

Qf = −kA
µ

∆p

∆Lh/ sin(θ)
(7)

557
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Qf =
0.1× 0.8× 0.5

N/(∆Lh/sin(θ))
, (8)

where A is the cross-sectional area [m2]; N is the number of fractures in the half domain558

(one side of the primary hydraulic fracture) shown in Fig 21; N
∆Lh/sin(θ) is the number of559

inlets that can be regarded as the number of hydraulic fractures if each inlet fracture can560

form a hydraulic fracture. From Raterman et al. (2018)’s observations, there can be more561

than 100 hydraulic fractures formed in one stage. Combining Eqs. (7) and (8), we have562

∆Lh = −kA
µ

∆p× sin(θ)

Qf
(9)

• If N = 500, ∆Lh = 13.9 m and number of inlets is 9.563

• If N = 1000, ∆Lh = 19.6 m and number of inlets is 13.564

• If N = 5000, ∆Lh = 43.8 m and number of inlets is 30.565

The limiting distance along the generating hydraulic fractures ranges from ten to several566

tens of meters, and its value depends on the natural fracture intensity and their geometry567

(sizes and apertures). In reality, the pressure distribution is not uniform along the primary568

hydraulic fracture, but decreases toward the toe (Warpinski et al., 2001; Marder et al.,569

2015), suggesting that the limit of generating hydraulic fractures, the blue line in Fig. 21,570

should not be horizontal but inclined toward the toe (dashed line in Fig. 21). The intensity571

of hydraulic fractures should also be higher in the region close to the heel because of the572

high fluid pressure there, which is consistent with the observation of Raterman et al. (2018).573

When a fluid travels beyond the limiting distance along the generating hydraulic frac-574

tures, the fluid pressure is still sufficient to cause natural fractures to slide and create a more575

complex fracture network. Apertures associated with sliding are enlarged by shear displace-576

ment, but they are considerably smaller than the apertures induced by tensile failures. At577

the limiting distance where no more natural fractures can slide, the Mohr’s circle is tangent578

to the failure line. Fig. 22 includes a sketch map of fracture networks formed by the sliding579

natural fractures. A few different assumptions are made for this case:580

• The difference between Shmin and reservoir pressure is 10 MPa.581

• Natural fractures are rectangular plates with the length and height of 1 m. Natural582

fractures do not propagate after sliding.583

• The θ value is larger in the sliding cases as we observe from the Mohr diagram in584

Fig. 22. The average θ value is set at 40 degrees.585

• Ten per cent of injected water flows into the sliding fracture network. Since natural586

fractures do not propagate after sliding, the fluid is stored in the volume of natural587

fractures. If we assume that 400 m3 of water is injected in one stage per half-hydraulic588

fracture, the corresponding number of natural fractures in the half domain is N =589

400× 10%/2/(a× 1× 1).590

With the same formula as Eq. (9), we have591

• If a = 3.5× 10−6 m, ∆Ls = 4.1 m, and N = 5.7× 106
592

• If a = 1.0× 10−5 m, ∆Ls = 11.7 m, and N = 2.0× 106
593

• If a = 2.0× 10−5 m, ∆Ls = 23.5 m, and N = 1.0× 106
594

The limiting distance of making natural fractures slide ranges from ten to several tens of595

meters, and its value is sensitive to the permeability of the natural fractures. Since the limit596

of generating hydraulic fractures is inclined towards the toe, the limit of sliding natural597

fracture should also be inclined (the dashed line in Fig. 22).598
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μ=0.6

τ/Sv

Natural fractures 

Limit of generating hydraulic fractures 

Limit of sliding natural fractures

Intermediate positionΔLs

Wellbore

(Sn-Pp)/Sv

θ

Figure 22. Map view to demonstrate the limit of sliding natural fractures. The natural fractures

form a conjugate fracture network and are marked in green and red, respectively, to show that each

fracture is 1 m long. The Mohr diagram shows the stress state of network elements at different

locations (green: the limit of generating hydraulic fractures; yellow: the intermediate positions;

blue: the limit of sliding natural fractures). The red arcs in Mohr’s circles indicate the possible

orientations of natural fractures that cause sliding. The blue dashed line is the modified limit of

sliding natural fractures, because the limiting distance for generating hydraulic fractures decreases

towards the toe.

Combining ∆Lh and ∆Ls leads to LSRV , and its value varies between 20 to 70 m599

depending on the intensity of natural fractures and the permeability they have after the600

stimulation. The elongated shape of SRV is consistent with patterns found in microseismic601

cloud maps (Raterman et al., 2018; Shaffner et al., 2011).602

5 Conclusions603

In this paper, we simulate the sealing of 2D and 3D orthogonal fracture networks,604

and investigate the impact of such sealing on the percolation state of the fracture network.605

Furthermore, we perform simulations to answer fundamental questions related to hydrofrac-606

turing. Several key conclusions emerge:607

• A small amount of sealing can prevent the formation of spanning clusters in 2D and608

3D fracture networks.609

• Fractures are most likely to be partially sealed, and they can form locally connected610

open clusters, which are small in size.611

• Without significant stress perturbations, most fractures are partially sealed and non-612

critically stressed, and they usually do not contribute much to fluid flow. However,613

under a significant stress perturbation, such as hydrofracturing, the well-connected614

and critically oriented fractures become critically stressed and slide because of the el-615

evated pore pressure, whereas the partially sealed and non-critically stressed fractures616

can also contribute to the flow by enlarging the stimulated reservoir volume.617
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• Estimation of the stimulated reservoir volume can be split into two parts. One is the618

limiting distance along the generating hydraulic fractures, ∆Lh, and the other is the619

limiting distance of making natural fractures slide, ∆Ls. A rough estimation yields an620

elongated shape of the SRV, which is consistent with observations from microseismic621

cloud maps.622
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